A simple and effective method for monitoring floating green macroalgae blooms: a case study in the Yellow Sea.
Several algorithms have been proposed to detect floating macroalgae blooms in the global ocean. However, some of them are difficult or even impossible to routinely apply by non-experts because of performing a sophisticated atmospheric correction scheme or due to the mismatch in spectral bands from one sensor to another. Here, a generic, simple and effective method, referred to as the Floating Green Tide Index (FGTI), was proposed to detect floating green macroalgae blooms (GMB). The FGTI was defined as the difference between greenness and wetness features extracted from digital number (DN) observation through Tasseled Cap Transformation analysis, providing the advantage of bypassing the atmospheric correction procedure. Through cross-index and cross-sensor comparisons, the FGTI showed similar performance to the existing VB-FAH (Virtual-Baseline Floating macroAlgae Height) and FAI (Floating Algae Index) algorithms but proved more robust than the traditional NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) in terms of response to perturbations by environmental conditions, viewing geometry, sun glint, and thin cloud contamination. Given the requirement for spectral bands in the current and planned satellite sensors, the FGTI design can easily be extended to any satellite sensor, and therefore provide an excellent data resource for studying GMB in any part of the global ocean.